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To Be Heard

I DO NOT wish to be heard in support of my submission;
or

Please select the appropriate option from the
following:

If so
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Support Oppose

Supports in Part or Opposes in Part

State concisely whether you support or oppose the provision being submitted on, or wish to have amendments
made.

My submission is that: Support

Please state your reasons for supporting/opposing/amendments sought

My reason(s) for supporting, opposing or requesting amendments to this specific provision are:

I immigrated to NZ in 2000 after living and working around the world (North America, Asia, and Europe)
across 20 plus years. I thought NZ and Christchurch was a first world country/ city. I was wrong. Houses
are not insulated and a large percentage of people use open fires or unfiltered heat stoves for their
primary form of heating.

It is only an issue in winter, which of course, is when people use these forms of heating. Absolutely,
totally crazy. No other large first world international city allows this.Your plan is well over 15 years
overdue after endless arguing, complaints, and having to justify plain common sense.

Please get it implemented immediately. Ban open fires. Ban unfiltered heat stoves. Approve low
emission easy to use filtered wood burners. And help make them commmercially accessible. Please,
don't waste anymore time and don't give long leadtimes to convert. People have had long enough.
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Please give precise details for each provision.The more specific you can be the easier it will be for the Council
to understand the outcome you are seeking.

I seek the following decisions from Environment Canterbury:

Ratify the plan immediately.

Give strong financial fines to people that break it. And have staff monitoring it so people do not ignore
the rules.

And maybe, just maybe, you'll quit raising rates 4-5% every year. That's another burning issue...

Air Shed

Which Air Shed does this submission relate to or
none

Choose one of the following three

Tick relevant topics
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